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Lemurrian yoga techniques had been formulated by the Seers of Lemurrian 
continent. This yoga remains one of the hidden secrets. The author and Siddhartha 
AMR Kalingarayar are attempting to introduce and disseminate this nice topic for the 
welfare and good health of the entire humanity.

What is yoga?
Yoga means union. Etymologically, it is connected to the English 

word, yoke. Yoga means union with God or union of the little, ego-
self with the divine Self, the infinite Spirit. Yoga is a spiritual science 
of self-realization.

According to Vedanta, the union of human consciousness 
(Jivatma) with the Universal Consciousness (Paramatman) is 
called Yoga. According to Patanjali Yoga sutras, the stoppage 
of fluctuations of the mind is called Yoga. According to Brahm-
Sutra, the indwelling human Soul (Antaratma) is an immortal 
bridge (Amritya-Setu) between the human body (Jivatma) and 
the Universal Soul (Paramatman). According to Trait Para Vidya, 
the union of Jivatma-Antaratma-Paramatman is Akhand Yoga. 
According to Patanjali Yoga sutras, there are eight stages of Yoga, 
namely, Yamaha, Niyama, Yogasana, Pranayama, Pratyahara, 
Dharana, Dhyana, and Samadhi. According to Akhand Sutra, there 
are two more stages, Chakral Yoga and Antar Yoga. According to 
Lemurrian Yoga, yoga means the unification of cosmic energy with 
bio energy [1,2]. To control, calm, tame and quit the MIND is the 
basic necessity for success in spirituality. The perfect and regular 
practice of Lemurrian yoga will yield the unification of mind and  

 
body and consequently these yields Good Health. The Lemurrian 
yoga practices activate, streamline and strengthen each and every 
cell of the human body. This practice prepares the performers 
to tame the mind, to calm the mind and the put the mind at rest 
so that spiritual bliss can be obtained. All the type of Lemurrian 
yoga should be performed slowly, very slowly. This technique may 
be practiced even by pregnant ladies, children of below 14 years, 
patients and old aged people. There will be no side effects. This 
package makes the pineal gland secretion of the practitioner and 
prepares the performer to free from the fetters of worldly sorrows 
and the doer lands on in Absolute Bliss.

A Brief Introduction to Lemurrian Yoga
Lemurriyan Yoga – A unique yogic practice was formulated 

nearly 32000 years ago by Tamil Siddhars of the ancient Lemuria 
Kaandam. It is a very simple, yet profound way to connect to the 
depthless state of your being.

The practice has not been disseminated to the world so far. 
As mentioned earlier, according to the Tamil revivalist of the 20th 
century, Kumari Kandam or Lemuria was the land where the 
Pandian kings once reigned. It is also where the Tamil Literary 
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academies known as Sangams were established. It is believed that 
yoga was formulated and practiced even before the Tamil’ Sangams 
age’. So the name Lemurrian Yoga holds close to the understanding 
that “the way of yoga” is associated with the lost continent. The 
revivalists claim Kumari Kandam as the cradle of civilization to 
prove Tamil language and the culture’s antiquity. The story of the 
lost continent called Lemuria may or may not be true. Still, the soul 
of “Lemurrian Yoga” which connects each posture to necessary 
everyday activities will energize and resonate with every human by 
uniting the body, mind, and soul for a better living. 

Acharya Sennimalai Kalimuthu after understanding and 
imbibing the “Lemurrian Yoga theories” from various masters has 
put together the yoga practice to be disseminated to the world 
by Dr Siddharth AMR Kalingarayar. Lemurrian Yogic practice 
is a carefully designed program comprising of gentle stretches, 
breathing techniques and meditation. According to Lemurrian 
seers, every action/movement is a yogic practice. Movement and 
breathing are interlinked. Movements of the body influence the 
speed and counts of the breath. Slower the movement-lesser the 
speed and counts of breathing. Whenever the breathing happens 
slowly, the ever-wandering mind is still and comes to rest. This 
eases the mind and relaxes it to a state of peace and calm. The 
Lemurrian Yogic stretches are rhythmic, gentle, and subtle; and 
impact the consciousness. The breathing techniques purifies lungs, 
heart and blood vessels and invigorates the health. The practice 
removes and rejuvenates the nervous system by removing toxins 
in it. The postures and breathing techniques make inhalation 
and exhalation smooth and slow. The breath links the body, mind 
complex. Mind and breathing are interlinked; thus, the flow and 
pattern of breathing affect the mind. It’s tough to control the mind 
directly. The breath works on fixing the oscillating mind and puts it 
in a state of restful balance. Daily practice will yield the practitioner 
the gift of good health.

Goals and Benefits of Lemurrian Yoga 

•	 The yogic practice is designed to prepare the physical body for 
meditation by removing the restlessness at the physical level. 

•	 Breathing techniques – pranayama - are practiced to bring 
alertness and enhance a keen sense of awareness. Pranayama 
calms and centers the mind so that one is gently guided into 
meditation. 

•	 The primary goal of Lemurrian Yoga is to experience the 
profundity of meditation.

Through the practice of Lemurrian Yoga, there is a union of 
cosmic energy with bioenergy. The oscillating mind is stilled and 

gently eased into a state of deep rest. Regular practice will help 
the practitioner have immense concentration and help perform his 
duties to the best of his abilities. Thus, one feels very fresh, dynamic 
and active after the practice of Lemurrian Yoga.

The Practice of Lemurrian Yoga has Six Designed 
Stages: 

Every stage has the following practice,

•	 Vaalai Thai Salutation

•	 Two variations of sitting posture

•	 Two variations of standing posture

•	 Two variations of walking posture

•	 Two Variations of lying down posture

•	 Breathing Techniques and Meditation

Stages of Practice

The practice of Lemurrian Yoga has six unique stages as given 
below: 

Vaalai Thai Salutation

•	 Stage 1: Idanam – Sitting posture practice

•	 Stage 2 : Nidanam – Standing posture practice

•	 Stage 3 : Odanam – Walking posture practice

•	 Stage 4 : Padanam – Lying posture practice

•	 Stage 5 : Pidanam – Breathing practice

•	 Stage 6 : Udanam – Meditation practice

Each stage is structured for 4 hours ( total 24 hours ), 
conveniently done at options available. Subtle impact - the chakras 
Chakras are energy centers, transformers or gates that connect the 
meridian lines and the aura surrounding the physical body. There 
are seven chakras in the human body: Crown Chakra (Sahasrara), 
Third Eye Chakra (Ajna), Throat Chakra (Vishuddha), Heart 
Chakra (Anahata), Solar Plexus Chakra (Manipura), Sacral Chakra 
(Svadhisthana), Root Chakra (Muladhara) Practice of Lemurrian 
Yoga Cleanses the chakras, harmonizes the body, mind complex, 
relaxes, energizes and rejuvenates the entire system.

Benefits of Practice
•	 The Unique Lemurrian Yogic postures are designed to remove 

the restlessness in the body level and prepare the physical 
body for meditation.
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•	 The pranayama - breathing techniques detoxifies the mind, 
brings the mind to the present moment to effortlessly guide 
the mind into meditation.

•	 The primary goal of Lemurrian Yoga is to experience the 
effortless state of meditation.

•	 Through the practice of Lemurrian Yoga, one can experience 
the union of cosmic energy with bioenergy- the oscillating 
mind settles into a state of deep rest.

•	 Regular practice will help the practitioner experience and 
enjoy the state of Pure Consciousness.

The Original Lemurrian Yoga Practices

Nadanam

Comfortably sit on a cotton blanket. Keep all the part of the body 
loosely. The hands should not be tight. Slowly, very slowly, In fact, 
too slowly close your eye lids. Slowly and gently inhale breath. 
Without retaining your breath, exhale it keeping your attention 
at central point between your eye brows. While exhaling slowly 
recite IMM. Imm is the mantra to invoke Adi Sakthi.[ Moola 
Prakriti, Primal energy ] Recite this mantra minimum six times 
and maximum 21 times.

Idanam

1) Preparatory movements

a. Rotate only your face left side; then rotate your face to the 
right side. Then come back to normal/regular position.

b. Slowly bent your face such that your body and head making 
L shape. Complete three full and slow breaths. Then by 
inhaling return to the normal position.

c. Move your face in left side such that the head and left knee in a 
straight line position. Slowly keep moving down till your 
fore head touches your left knee. Breathe slowly, gently three 
times and then come back the normal position. Now repeat 
this movement in the right side and to the central side.

Perform this as many times as you desire. This practice makes 
you to forget everything. While performing you must experience 
enjoyment and not pain. Osho used to tell time and again that 
meditation is SITTING FORGETTING. My friend modified this that 
meditation is SITTING FOR GETTING. I interpret that meditation is 
SITTING FOR GETTING Samadhi state. Yes, this practice will make 
you to experience and enjoy Samadhi state.

2) Sit comfortably facing the eastern side. Slowly turn your head 
to the left side such that your eyes and left knee are in 

a straight line. By exhaling the breath, move your head and 
body slowly to the downwards. Now stop moving and inhale 
and then do as mentioned earlier. Repeat this movement 
until you fore-head touches your left knee. Then five full 
breaths in and out. Then lift your head and body during 
inhaling your breath. Now stop. Exhale. Then repeat as 
stated above. Keep this technique until your body returns 
to the previous position. Repeat this technique with your 
right side. Do this yoga for five times.

3) Sit comfortably facing your body to the eastern direction. Keep 
your hand at the back of your body comfortably. Now learn 
slightly backward. Now keep moving your left and right legs 
simultaneously to up and down. Repeat this movement for ten 
times.

4) Eye lids closed. By completely closing your mouth, inhale 
slowly. Then without retaining the breath, open your mouth 
and exhale THROUGH the mouth. Do this breathing technique 
5 to 10 times. Close and open your eye lids tightly.

5) Sit comfortably. Eye lids closed. Bent down your face by 
extending the tongue out side. Then go back to the previous 
position by taking back the tongue inside the mouth. Redo this 
yoga for five times. Sit comfortably with eye lids closed. Open 
your mouth widely and then close. Redo this for five times.

6) Keep the eye lids closed. Inhale slowly without reciting 
any mantra. Exhale slowly reciting Vaalaipben mantra Imm. 
Repeat this yoga for FOUR times. Now slowly open the eye 
lids. The eye lids should be opened only 25%.Now repeat as 
narrated in a) Now open the eye lids widely. And repeat the 
process as mentioned in a) Then close the eye lids only 25%. 
Repeat the eye movements as described in a). Now close the 
eye lids and repeat the yoga for 15 times.

7) Sit comfortably. Eye lids closed. Place your hands loosely on 
your thighs. Bend your head slightly such that your head and 
body lie in an L shape. Now rotate your head to the left 
side and keep on moving your head until it approaches left 
thigh. Inhale and exhale for five times. Then slightly move 
up your head such that your head and spinal cord lie on a 
straight line. Then bring back your head and body very slowly 
to the previous position. Now, bend your head slightly such 
that your head and body lie in an L shape. Now rotate your 
head to the right side and keep on moving your head until it 
approaches right thigh. Inhale and exhale for five times. Then 
slightly move up your head such that your head and spinal 
cord lie on a straight line. Then bring back your head and 
body very slowly to the previous position. You may repeat this 
yoga as many times as you may wish. 
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8) Sit comfortably. Eye lids closed. Keep your hands loosely 
on your thighs. Gently turn your head to the left side facing 
the head towards the left knee. Then keep moving your head 
to the right side and move down and then keep on moving 
to the left side and then raise your head and body to 
the previous position in the left side. Your movements must 
inscribe an equilateral triangle in the space before you.

9) Gently turn your head to the right side facing the head 
towards the right knee. Then Keep moving your head to the 
right side and move down and then keep on moving to the 
left side and then raise your head and body to the previous 
position in the right side. Your movements must inscribe an 
equilateral triangle in the space before you. You may repeat this 
yoga as many times as you may wish.

10) Sit comfortably. Eye lids closed. Turn your head to the 
left side and keep on moving downwards and continue the 
movement to the right side and then rise your head and body 
to facing the sky. Then move your body and head to the left 
side. This movement should inscribe an imaginary square 
in the space before you. Sit comfortably. Eye lids closed. Turn 
your head to the right side and keep on moving downwards 
and continue the movement to the right side and then rise 
your head and body to facing the sky. Then move your body 
and head to the right side. This movement should inscribe an 
imaginary square in the space before you. You may repeat this 
yoga as many times as you may wish.

11) Sit comfortably. Eye lids closed. Turn your head to the left 
side. Slowly bow the head and make a serpent movement 
towards the left knee. Five full breathes. Then return back to 
the previous position slowly. Turn your head to the right side. 
Slowly bow the head and make a serpent movement towards 
the right knee. Five full breathes. Then return back to the 
previous position slowly. Slightly bow down your head in 
your center and make a serpent movement towards the 
floor.. Five full breathes. Then return back to the previous 
position slowly.

12) Sit comfortably with eye lids closed. Inscribe number 8 from 
left to right and then right to left. You may perform this yoga 
for twice.

13) Sit comfortably with eye lids closed. Inscribe with your head 
and body imaginary numbers 1 to 0. It is enough to perform 
this yoga only once.

Nidanam

1) Keeps your left leg facing the eastern side and the right 
leg facing the southern side. Raise slowly your left hand above 

your head. Then move your right hand above your head. 
The palms must face the earth. Then move down your head, 
shoulders, stomach and hands simultaneously and touch the 
left feet with your hands. Five full breaths in and out. Then 
slowly move upwards and place your hands to the previous 
position. Put your right leg facing the eastern side and your 
left leg facing the northern side. Now slowly raise your right 
hand above your head and left hand also above your head. 
The palms must face the earth. Then move down your head, 
shoulders, stomach and hands simultaneously and touch the 
right feet with your hands. Five full breaths in and out. Then 
slowly move upwards and place your hands to the previous 
position.

2) Stand comfortably facing the eastern direction. Keep you 
left leg facing the northern side. Let your right leg faces the 
eastern side. Now lift your left hand to the sky and then fold 
the hand such that it touches your left shoulder. Then lift 
your right hand Above your head and fold the hand such 
that your palm touch your right shoulder.

3) Stand by keeping your left leg facing north and your right leg 
facing eastern direction. Now raise your left hand above your 
head and then fold your left hand such that your left palms 
touch your left shoulder. Repeat this movement with your 
right hand. Then return to the previous position. Re do this 
yoga for five times.

4) Stand on the blanket. Eye lid closed. Slowly inhale and exhale 
thrice or four times. Slowly open your right eye lid. Then 
slowly rise up your right hand. The palms should face the 
earth. Then slowly close down your right eye lid. Then put 
back your right hand to the previous position Now slowly open 
your left side eye lid. Then raise your left hand up facing the 
palm towards the floor. Gently close your left eye lid and then 
let your left hand returns to the previous position.

5) Slowly open your right eye lid. Then gently raise your left hand 
to the sky. Now close the right eye lid slowly and then put back 
the left hand to the previous position. Now slowly open your 
left side eye lid. Then lift your right hand above your head. 
Now gently close down your left eye lid and let your right hand 
returns to the previous position.

6) Stand comfortably facing the eastern direction. Lift your left 
hand and right leg simultaneously by inhaling the breath. 
Then put down your left hand and right leg simultaneously by 
exhaling the breath. And then lift your right Hand and left leg 
simultaneously by inhaling the breath. Then put down your 
right hand and left leg during exhaling the breath. Re does this 
yoga for five times.
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7) Stand comfortably. Eye lids closed while moving back your 
head and come back to the normal position by exhaling during. 
Repeat these three or four times.

8) Stand comfortably. Eye lids closed. Inhale and lift your left 
leg simultaneously. Then exhale and put down your left leg 
simultaneously. Inhale and lift your right leg simultaneously. 
Then exhale and put down your right leg simultaneously. Do 
this yoga four times.

9) Stand comfortably. Eye lids opened. Inhale and raise your 
hands up above your head simultaneously. And exhale and 
release your hands to the previous position simultaneously. Do 
these three or four times.

10) Stand comfortably. Eye lids opened. Breathe in and sit down 
while exhaling the breath through the mouth.Then inhale 
and raise your body to the previous position simultaneously. 
Do this yoga twice.

11) Stand comfortably. Eye lids opened. Raise your left hand and 
close your left eye tightly with your left palms. Then lift your 
left hand by inhaling and release both your left hand and left 
leg simultaneously. Raise your right hand and close your right 
eye tightly with your right palms. Then lift your right hand 
by inhaling and release both your right hand and right leg 
simultaneously.

12) Stand comfortably. Eye lids opened. By lifting left leg utter the 
word Haaa. By releasing the left leg to the floor utter the word 
Hooo. By lifting right leg utter the word Hooo. By releasing the 
left leg to the floor utter the word Haaa.

Odanam

1) Stand comfortably facing the eastern side. Move a step 
forward with your left leg and then make a movement with 
your right leg and keep your right leg touching your left foot. 
Then again move a step forward with your left leg and then 
make a movement with your right leg and keep your right leg 
touching your left foot. Continue this leg asana for five times.

2) Stand facing the eastern direction. Move your left leg to the 
northern side and then move your right leg touching your left 
leg. Then repeat this movement for five times. Lastly, move 
your right leg to the southern side and then move your left 
leg touching your right leg. Then repeat this movement for five 
times.

3) Stand facing eastern direction comfortably. Lift your left leg 
and turn it 45% to the left side and place down on the earth. 
Repeat this with your right leg. Kee4p moving forward by 

doing this movement continuously for five times. Now turn 
facing your body to the western side. Lift your right leg and 
turn it 45% to the leftern side and place down on the earth. 
Repeat this movement with your left leg. Keep moving forward 
continuously by repeating this movement for five times.

4) Raise your left leg by inhaling and put down your left leg by 
exhaling. Then start this movement with the right leg. By doing 
this yoga, march forward. Do this yoga for five times.

5) Move your left leg to the left side. Then move your right leg to 
the left leg. Repeat this yoga for ten times.

6) Move your right leg to the right side. Then move your left leg 
to the right leg. Repeat this yoga for ten times.

7) Stand comfortably facing the eastern direction. Lift your left leg 
as above as possible and then move forward. Then repeat this 
with the right leg. Do this yoga for ten times. Stand comfortably 
facing the eastern direction. Eye lids opened. Put forward your 
left leg by moving your left hand in front of you and parallel to 
the earth by loudly uttering Haaa. Then immediately, put 
forward your right leg by moving your right hand in front 
of you and parallel to the earth by loudly uttering the word 
Hooo. Repeat this walk five times. Then turn your body to the 
western direction. Put forward your right leg by moving your 
right hand in front of you and parallel to the earth by loudly 
uttering Hooo. Then immediately, put forward your left leg by 
moving your right hand in front of you and parallel to the 
earth by loudly uttering the word Haaa. Repeat this walk five 
times. Utter the words Haaa and Hooo loudly.

8) Stand comfortably facing the eastern direction. Eye lids 
opened. Move forward your left leg and your left hand by 
uttering the word Haaa. Then move forward your right leg and 
right hand by uttering the word Hooo. Then sit down on your 
heels by exhaling. Then stand up by inhaling. Then continue 
this walk for another four times. Then turn your body to the 
western side. Move forward your right leg and your right hand 
by uttering the word Hooo. Then move forward your left leg 
and left hand by uttering the word Haaa. Then sit down 
on your heels by exhaling. Then stand up by inhaling. Then 
continue this walk for another four times.

9) Stand comfortably facing the eastern direction. Eye lids 
opened. Inhale , lift your hands above your head and utter 
the word Haaa loudly. Exhale, put your hands to the previous 
position and utter the word Hooo simultaneously. Do this 
yoga for five times.

10) Stand comfortably facing the eastern direction. Eye lids 
opened. Walk and inscribe an imaginary eight [8] by uttering 
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loudly the word Haaa. Then walk by uttering the word Hooo 
loudly and inscribe an another imaginary eight [8].

11) Stand comfortably facing the eastern direction. Eye lids 
opened. Bow down your head such that your head and boy 
make an L shape. Put your hands down before your knees. 
Then move forward by uttering the word Haaa Hooo. Do 
this yoga for five times. Then turn your body to the western 
side. . Eye lids opened. Bow down your head such that your 
head and boy make an L shape. Put your hands down before 
your knees. Then move forward by uttering the word Haaa 
Hooo. Do this yoga for five times

12) Stand comfortably facing the eastern direction. Eye lids 
opened. Move forward by rising your hands above your head 
and clapping your hands uttering the word Haaa Hooo Do 
this walk for another four times. Then turn your body to the 
western side. Eye lids opened. Move forward by rising your 
hands above your head and clapping your hands uttering 
the word Hooo Haaa Do this walk for another four times.

Badanam

1) Move your body, head and hands towards earth and then 
sit comfortably. Then keep you right hand at your right side 
and lay down slowly. Join your legs and let them face the sky. 
Now fold your hands and move your body to the left and right 
sides continuously for five times.

2) Move your body, head and hands towards earth and then sit 
comfortably. Then keep you right hand at your right side and 
lay down slowly. Now erect your legs such that your knees 
face the sky. Now place your right leg on the left leg. Keep 
moving left and right for five times. And now release your legs. 
Now erect your right leg such that the leg faces the sky. Place 
your left leg on your right leg and keep moving left and right 
for five times

3) Move your body, head and hands towards earth and then 
sit comfortably. Then keep you right hand at your right side 
and lay down slowly. Now keep your legs to move front and 
back alternatively. Do this for five times. Then bring both 
of your legs to touch each other and then remove moving 
outwards. Redo this movement for five times.

4) Lay left side. Stretch your right legs to and fro. Repeat this for 
five times. Now lay on the right side and stretch your left legs 
to and from for five times. Then lay facing the sky.

5) Lay down comfortably. Keep your fingers in Adi Mudra. 
Facing the sky, let your fingers move up and come down 

for ten times. Then slowly lift your buttocks up and down 
very slowly. Practice this movement for five times.

6) Lay comfortably. Lift your buttocks and keep it to the left side. 
Then keep it and place down at the right side. Repeat this 
movement for five times.

7) Lay comfortably. Eye lids opened. Rise your hands upwards 
by uttering the word Haaa. Then release your hands by 
uttering the word Hooo. Do this yoga for five times. Then 
sise your hands upwards by uttering the word Hooo. Then 
release your hands by uttering the word Haaa. Do this yoga 
for five times.

8) Lay comfortably. Eye lids opened. Fold your legs facing the 
sky by uttering the word Haaa. Then release your legs by 
uttering the word Hooo. Repeat this yoga for five times.

9) Lay comfortably. Eye lids opened. Lift your legs by uttering 
the word Haaa and release down your legs by uttering the 
word Hooo. Do this for five times. Then Lift your legs by 
uttering the word Hooo and release down your legs by uttering 
the word Haaa. Do this for five times.

10) Lay comfortably on left side. Eye lids opened. Move to and fro 
your right leg uttering the words Haaa Hooo. Lay comfortably 
on left side. Eye lids opened. Move to and fro your left leg 
uttering the words Hooo Haaa.

11) Lay comfortably facing the body to the sky. Eye lids opened. 
Open your mouth by uttering the word Haaa and close your 
mouth by uttering the qword Hooo. Do this yoga for five times. 
Then, 0pen your mouth by uttering the word Hooo and close 
your mouth by uttering the qword Haaa. Do this yoga for 
five times.

12) Lay comfortably facing the body to the sky. Eye lids closed. 
While inhaling utter the word Haaa and while exhaling utter 
the word Hooo silently. Do this yoga for five times. Then , 
While inhaling utter the word Hooo and while exhaling 
utter the word Haaa silently. Do this yoga for five times.

Bidanam

a. Close and open your eye lids very very slowly for five times. 

b. then close your eye lids and begin to meditate.

c. During meditation recite the following five mantras slowly:

•	 Salutations to the earth. [ Five times ]

•	 Salutations to the water. [ Five times ]

•	 Salutations to the fire. [ Five times ]
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•	 Salutations to the air. [ Five times ]

•	 Salutations to the space. [ Five times 

• Sit comfortably facing the eastern direction. Slowly close and 
open your eye lids one by one. i.e when you close your left eye 
lid, your right eye lid must open. Repeat this eye breath for five 
times.

• Eye lids closed. Meditate by reciting the following each mantra 
five times one by one. 

i. Oh, Sun salutations 

ii. Oh Moon salutations

iii. Oh Mars salutations

iv. Oh Mercury salutations 

v. Oh Jupiter salutations

vi. Oh Venus salutations 

vii. Oh Saturn salutations

viii. Oh Rahu salutations

ix. Oh Kethu salutations

d. breathe in while opening your eye lids and breathe out during 
closing your eye lids. Repeat this eye breathing for ten times.) 
Sit eye lid closed. Open your mouth widely and push your 
inside air strongly.

e. Then meditate. Whenever you experience any difficulty, Open 
your mouth widely and push your inside air strongly. And 
then go on meditating focusing your thoughts at the center 
of the fore-head between the eye brows.

f. Sit comfortably. Eye lids closed. Keep fingers in Adi Mudra and 
place the hands in the respective thighs.

g. Raise the right hand and close the right nostril by the right 
thumb finger and inhale. Pause for a second and exhale through 
the left nostril. Do this for seven times. Keep again the right 
fingers in Adi Mudra for a second. Then close the left nostril by 
the right hand second finger and inhale. Pause a second and 
exhale through the right nostril. Do this for seven times Keep 
the fingers in Adi Mudra and place the hand on the respective 
thighs. Inhale and exhale through the left and right nostrils 
simultaneously fastly and deeply for seven times. Put the hands 
respectively on the thighs and pause for a second or two. Close 
the right nostril by right hand thumb finger and inhale through 
the left nostril. Now remove the right hand finger and close the 
left nostril by the left hand thumb finger and exhale through 

the right nostril. Repeat this for seven times. This breathing 
purifies and activates all the cells and nervous, heart, lungs, and 
all, other parts especially the brain cell of the body. Sit in artha 
padmasana i. e right thigh and legs on the left thigh..Close the 
right palm of the right foot by left hand and left palm of the 
left foot by right hand. This is called foot Mudra. Breathe 
too slowly. While inhaling recite the mantra Soooooooooooo 
and during exhalation recite the second part of the mantra 
hummmmmmmm. This is called So-Hum meditation proposed 
by the Tamil seers nearly 30000 years ago. Ten minutes of 
practice will put you in perfect Samadhi.

h. Open your mouth while breathing in and close your mouth 
during breathing out. Do this for ten times.

i. Slightly bend your face. Inhale and contract the anus and 
stomach as long as you can do. Then come back to the 
previous position. Then slowly exhaled the inhaled breath 
through your mouth. Then sit in meditation as long as you 
can perform.

j. Inhale part by part very slowly and exhale part by part too 
slowly. Do this yoga for five times.

k. Inhale by reciting silently Om and exhale by reciting/chanting 
Imm. Meditate thus for five minutes.

l. Sit comfortably on the floor. Press the left ear with the left 
thumb finger and press the right ear with the right thumb 
finger. Then with the help of the remaining four fingers press 
the left and right eyes with left and right fingers respectively.

m. Sit comfortably eye4s closed. Slowly inhale by reciting humsum. 
Then exhale by reciting Humsum. Do this for five minutes.

n. Sit as gentle as possible. Keep your body normally and loosely. 
Avoid all the tightness. Slowly open your eye lids by thinking 
OH MY BIRTH STAR.And too slowly close your eye lids by 
thinking BLESS ME. Repeat this yoga for ten times.

o. Sit comfortably and eyes closed. Breathe in and out too slowly. 
Recite Hari Ohm.

p. Slowly raise your hand above your head by inhaling and put 
your hands to the previous position by exhaling. Repeat this 
for five times.

q. Close your eye lids and meditate. While inhaling recite Hara 
Hara and during exhalation recite Hari Hari. Meditate thus for 
five minutes.

r. Eye lids closed. Inhale and exhale by folding your lips 80%. 
While exhaling a sound like uuuuuuuuuuuuu should be heard. 
Do this for ten times.
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s. Eyes closed and meditate. While inhaling recite Arohara. While 
exhaling recite imm. Do this for five minutes.

t. Sit comfortably. Eye lids closed Bent down your body bay 
uttering Aaaaaaaa. Raise your body and head by loudly 
pronou8ncing Uooooooooooooooooo. Repeat this for seven 
times. Then meditate for five minutes by reciting any one of 
the mantras: a)Namasivaya b) Masivayana c) Sivayanama d) 
Vayanamasi and F)yanamasiva

u. Sit comfortably. Bent down your body bay uttering 
Uooooooooooooooooo Raise your body and head by loudly 
pronouncing Aaaaaaaa. Repeat this for seven times

v. Sit comfortably. Eye lids closed. Meditate uttering silently 
Aaaaaaaa Uooooooooo while inhaling and Uooooooooo 
Aaaaaaaa while exhaling. Do this meditation for five minutes.

 Udanam

1) Imm Meditation

Comfortably sit on a cotton blanket. Keep all the part of the body 
loosely. The hands should not be tight. Slowly, very slowly, In fact, 
too slowly close your eye lids. Slowly and gently inhale breath. 
Without retaining your breath, exhale it keeping your attention at 
central point between your eye brows. While exhaling slowly recite 
IMM. Imm is the mantra to invoke Adi Sakthi. Recite this mantra 
minimum six times and maximum 21 times.

2) Earth prayer

Sit as gentle as possible. Keep your body normally. Avoid all the 
tightness. Slowly open your eye lids by thinking OH EARTH. And too 
slowly close your eye lids by thinking BLESS ME. Repeat this yoga 
for ten times.

3) Water prayer

Sit as gentle as possible. Keep your body normally. Avoid all the 
tightness. Slowly open your eye lids by thinking OH WATER. And too 
slowly close your eye lids by thinking BLESS ME. Repeat this yoga 
for ten times.

4) Fire prayer

Sit as gentle as possible. Keep your body normally. Avoid all the 
tightness. Slowly open your eye lids by thinking OH FIRE. And too 
slowly close your eye lids by thinking BLESS ME. Repeat this yoga 
for ten times.

5) Air prayer

Sit as gentle as possible. Keep your body normally. Avoid all the 
tightness. Slowly open your eye lids by thinking OH AIR. And too 

slowly close your eye lids by thinking BLESS ME. Repeat this yoga 
for ten times.

6) Space prayer

Sit as gentle as possible. Keep your body normally. Avoid all the 
tightness. Slowly open your eye lids by thinking OH SPACE. And too 
slowly close your eye lids by thinking BLESS ME. Repeat this yoga 
for ten times.

7) Star prayer

Sit as gentle as possible. Keep your body normally. Avoid all the 
tightness. Slowly open your eye lids by thinking OH MY BIRTH STAR. 
And too slowly close your eye lids by thinking BLESS ME. Repeat 
this yoga for ten times.

8) Birth bird [Patchi prayer]

Know your bird according to Pancha Patchi Shasta. If your bird 
is Owl, then meditate as follows: Sit as gentle as possible. Keep your 
body normally. Avoid all the tightness. Slowly open your eye lids by 
thinking OH MY BIRTH BIRD RESCUE ME! And too slowly close your 
eye lids by thinking BLESS ME. Repeat this yoga for 21 times.

Discussion
These yogic exercises are too easy to perform. The fundamental 

postulate of Lemurrian yoga is that it should be performed very 
slowly. Fast movements of the organs will not yield the full benefits. 
Needless to say, a normal yoga practitioner cannot allot much time to 
perform all these yoga and breathing techniques. This full package 
is only for FULL TIME spiritual practitioners. Some simplified 
Lemurrian yoga techniques were published by the author in an 
international journal. Similar works will appear in this journal. The 
author is an independent research scientist in mathematics, physics, 
cosmology, alternative medicine and alternative yoga. The author 
has solved TWO 2300 years old mathematical impossibilities. The 
relevant findings have been published in national and international 
journals. Also, the author has found a number of new conceptual 
ideas and proposed a ;lot of scientific projects These are all due the 
regular practice of Lemurrian yoga. Full details may be found under 
the column titled “Sennimalai Kalimuthu’s scientific publications” 
at last pages of this paper [3,4].

Let us Recall one of the most Famous Quotes of 
Lord Buddha

Do not believe me. You practice my teachings and you 
decide yourself. The author politely appeals to the readers and 
practitioners to perform these ENTIRELY NEW yogic methods and 
obtain your instant results. 
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